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ON THE ASYMPTOTICS FOR LATE COEFFICIENTS 
IN UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF 
INTEGRALS WITH COALESCING SADDLES* 

A. B. OLDE DAALHUISt 

Abstract. We will construct Borel transforms for uniform asymptotic expansions of integrals 
with coalescing saddles. These Borel transforms are in terms of new functions that have coalescing 
branch points. The Riemann sheet structures of these clusters of branch points plus a Cauchy type 
integral representation enable us to obtain asymptotic expansions for the late coefficients of the 
uniform asymptotic expansions. 

Two examples involving a Pearcey-type integral are included. 

1. Introduction. We will study integrals of the form 

(1.1) Jc(A)(fc,A)= /      ek^^g(z)dz, 
JC(A) 

where C(A) is an infinite path of integration connecting valleys of the exponential, 
and / and g are analytic functions of z near C(A). In addition, / and C depend on 
parameters 

(1-2) A = {Ai,A2,---}, 

whose variation causes some of the saddles zn(A) of / to coalesce, and smooth dis- 
placements of the path of integration. We will assume that a cluster of iV saddles 
dominates the large k asymptotics of the integral, and that the N saddles will coa- 
lesce at a critical value AQ. Our analysis will also include the case N — 1. 

In the case N ^ 2 and A in a neighbourhood of AQ the asymptotics of (1.1) 
cannot be expressed in simple asymptotic expansions. It is well known how to obtain 
uniform asymptotic expansions for this integral. These expansions are for k —> oo and 
they are uniformly valid for A in a neighbourhood of AQ. Even in the case N = 2, 
the coefficients in the uniform asymptotic expansions are complicated functions of 
their arguments. Hence, asymptotics for the late coefficients is useful to compute 
these coefficients and to obtain more information on the divergence of the uniform 
asymptotic expansions. 

One of the main tools in obtaining asymptotics for late coefficients in recent 
publications has been the Borel transform. In the case of simple (non uniform) as- 
ymptotic expansions, the Borel transform is a well-known tool. It produces analytic 
functions with simple branch points. Via the Laplace transform of the Borel trans- 
form exponentially improved asymptotic expansions (hyperasymptotics) and (hyper-) 
asymptotic expansions for late coefficients can be obtained, which then can be used 
to compute Stokes multipliers. For more details see [7]. 

Originally, Borel transforms were used to obtain functions (solutions) with a pre- 
scribed simple asymptotic expansion. Since the Borel transform of a uniform asymp- 
totic expansion produces a very complicated singularity structure, the Borel transform 
approach has not been used in uniform asymptotics. 
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In this paper we will use the Borel transform approach. First we introduce in §2 
the uniform asymptotic expansion, and obtain via the methods given in [2] integral 
representations for the coefficients in these uniform asymptotic expansions. The Borel 
transform will be in terms of functions that have coalescing branch points. These 
functions are introduced in §3, and we will give a Cauchy-type integral theorem that 
will enable us in §5 to obtain new integral representations for the coefficients. The 
Borel transform itself is given in §4 in terms of an integral. 

The results of the first five sections are very generally valid. To obtain asymp- 
totic expansions for the late coefficients we need more information on f(z,A) and 
g(z). With this extra information we are able to determine the local Riemann sheet 
structures, and finally obtain asymptotic expansions for the late coefficients. These 
asymptotic expansions have the resurgence property, that is, the coefficients in these 
expansions are the same coefficients as in the uniform asymptotic expansions of the 
original integral Ic(fc), but where the contour passes through other dominating clus- 
ters of saddles. 

We conclude this paper with two examples involving a Pearcey-type integral with 
two coalescing saddles, and one distant saddle. 

The main advantage of studying the Borel transform for integrals is that we obtain 
a simple integral representation for the Borel transform. The integral representation is 
very helpful in obtaining global information on the singularities of the Borel transform. 
The next step is to obtain the Borel transform for uniform asymptotic expansions for 
solutions of differential equations. This paper can be used to determine the func- 
tions that are involved in describing the singularities of the Borel transform, and the 
Riemann sheet structures. 

The theory of uniform asymptotics for solutions of difference equations is almost 
nonexistent. The Borel transform might be used to obtain new results for difference 
equations. The advantage of using Borel transforms is that the difference between 
these transforms for the solution of differential and difference equations is not very 
great. 

2. The uniform asymptotic expansion. Without loss of generality, we will 
assume that for A = AQ our cluster of iV saddles will coalesce at the origin. The first 
step to obtain an asymptotic expansion is the mapping of /(z, A) in the neighbourhood 
of the cluster of iV saddle points onto a polynomial^ 

(2.1) f(z,A) = fo(A)+FN(u,X), 

where 

.jAH-l iV-1 

(2.2) X - {XU-.-IXN-!}       and       FN(u,X) = —— + T Xn — 
1V + 1      ^^*        n 

71=1 

In this paper we shall frequently omit the A and X dependences of / and FN. 

The 0 in /o(A) refers to the coalescing point of the N saddles. We map the 
saddles of / onto the saddles of Fjy. This guarantees that the mapping z -> u(z,A) 
is locally one-to-one and gives N equations determing the N unknowns /o(A), X(A). 

^This is a generalisation of the Chester, Friedman and Ursell ansatz.   See [4] and [10].   The 
generalisation is well known in singularity theory [1]. 
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Thus (1.1) becomes 

(2.3) /c(A)(fc, A) = e*'0^ f   ekF»^Go(u) du, 
J CN 

where 

dz 
(2.4) Go{u)=giz{u))^ 

and CN connects two valleys of the exponential.  For simplicity we assume that the 
path CN starts at ooe-7™/^"^1) and ends at ooe7rz^iV+1).  In general we can always 
write the image of C(A) as a finite sum of e2mnl^N+1>}CN, rn an integer. 

Next, we use Bleistein's method [3], that is, we decompose Go(u) into 

N-l 

(2.5) Go(u) = Y, *onUn + F'N(u)Hv{u). 
n=0 

The n-sum contains the contribution of the saddles, and the final term in (2.5) vanishes 
at the saddle points. 

On substituting into (2.3) by means of (2.5), we obtain 

Ic(A){k,A) = ekf^ T aon / ekF^u^undu 

+ efc/o(A)  / ekF^u^F'N(u)HQ(u)du 
Jooe-"i/(N+1) 

^ = 6^(A) g a0nifc-(n+l)/(iV+l) ^      +       d\ 

wN Ux.k1-^^1^ 
N-l 

ni/(N + l) nooe    ' v     ■   ' 
+ (-Jfe)-le

fc/o(A)   / ekFN(u^)Gi^ d^ 

Jooe-"i/(N+1) 

where we use the recursion scheme 

JV-l 

(2.7) K-iM = Gr(u) = ^ arnun + F^(w)frr(ti), 
n=0 

and the canonical integrals 

/.ooc-/^+1) /    JV+1        N-l > 

(2.8) WivKi,--- ^N-I) = / exp    —— + Y, ZP- dw. 

The two simplest cases are 

(2.9) Wi = IV^TT, W2(fi) = 27riAi(-^i). 

We observe that the final line of (2.6) is very similar to the right hand side of (2.3). 
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Hence, we can iterate the procedure and obtain the uniform asymptotic expansion 

N-l 

(2.10) 

/c(A)(*, A) ~efc/°(A> f; fc-^DAW) (Sno + njP) 
n=0 V a^n^ 

as k -> oo. 
In this procedure the coefficients arn(X) are produced in the recursion scheme 

(2.7). To obtain an explicit formula for them we follow the steps in [2], which is a 
generalisation of [8]. First we write 

(2.11) Gr(u) = — </ Go(v)Rr(u, v) dv, 

where the contour of integration encircles u and the saddle points um of i<Ar(u,X) in 
the positive sense, and the rational function Rr(u,v) is given by 

Rr(u,v) = 

(2.12) 

-i   d 
v — u F'N{v) dv 

(-)rr\   f F^(w)dw — I 
"i   Jv 2™   /„ (Fff(w) - FN(v))r+1 (w-u)' 

Hence, 

(2.13) Gr(u) = P^i dv<fdw WWW . K       ' rK >      (27ri)2 T{u>Um}     t       (FN(w)-FN(v)r+1(w-u) 

We note that 

N-l 

(2.14) J^M^^L^X), 

where the polynomials Ln(w,X) are given by 

Ln(w,X) = l-I   - 
1™ J{oM x 

F^(x)dx 

^U{o,w}xn+1(x~w>> 
(2.15) JV-n-3 

= WN-n-1+     X)     Xs+n+2W8 

s=0 

Since 

N-l 

(2.16) Gr(^m) = ^2 amUm, 
n=0 

we obtain from (2.13) and (2.14) the integral representation 

(2.17) arn = \   }    ' f       dv f dw tMI      dvldw     GoWnM 
(27ri)2 7{„m}     I      (FN(W) - FN(v)r+1 
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and we use (2.1) to write this representation as 

(2.18) arn = ;o
y      *       dz <i      dw; i/v ;     v   '    ; %L*l r+l ' 

M2 /{*„}     A,(,)       (FN(W) - f(z) + /o) 

In (2.18) the z-contour of integration encircles the cluster of N saddle points of f(z), 
and for each point z on this contour the w-contour of integration is a small loop 
encircling w(z), where w(z) is the solution of FN{W) = f(z) — /Q. Recall that this 
mapping is one-to-one in a neighbourhood of the cluster of saddles. 

In [2] representation (2.18) was used to obtain asymptotic estimates for the coef- 
ficients arn as r —> oo. To obtain similar results we introduce a Borel transform of the 
uniform asymptotic expansion (2.10). With this Borel transform we will be able to 
obtain new integral representations for the coefficients, which will be used to obtain 
asymptotic expansions for arn as r —> oo. 

3. The singularities in the Borel plane. Before we introduce the Borel trans- 
form itself we have to introduce a new class of functions. In the case of asymptotics 
for integrals with simple saddles, the singularities in the Borel plane are simple branch 
points. The situation will be more complicated in the case of coalescing saddles. 

Let 

(3.1) U^rn(t,X) = -^: / -TT du. 

r = 0,1,2, • • •, n = 0, • • • , N — 1. This definition is for ph t G (—TT, TT) and t bounded 
away from the origin. The analytic continuation can be obtained by taking as the con- 
tour of integration a small loop around u(^), where u(t) is the solution of FN(U, X) = t 
such that u(t) = (N + 1)1/(^+1)^/(^+1) in the case X = 0 

(3.2) U?r n(t, X) = -^r {     — -n- du. 

Hence, the only ^-singularities of U^rn(t,X.) are branch points at Fjv^mjX), where 
um are the saddle points of F/V(IA,X). 

The two simplest cases are 

(>/(i«)a+^i8+1*)1/3 + (vW^F -1*)1/3 

(3.3)    u^Xl) = ^/WTT* "• 

(Jm'+xi+¥)2/3 - (vW^F -1*)2/3 

vS^M = ± ^    2
V     J—. 

In the case N = 2 the saddle points are u = ±iX\'2. The reader can check that 

t = F2 (±iXi/2, Xi) = ±liXl/2 are the only singularities of ^n(t,Xi). 
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We note that 

d 
(3-4) jbU?!n{t,X) = U?_ltn(t,X), 

and since we are mainly interested in the singular part of U£n(t, X) we can use (3.4) to 
define U£n(t, X) in the case r = 1,2, • • •. But we also give the integral representation 

rl27rl Ju(t) FN{u)-t 

r = 0,1,2, • • • and n = 0, • • • , N - 1. The reader can check that (3.4) holds. The 
endpoint 0 in the ^-integral is arbitrary; for (3.4) to hold, this should be a fixed point. 
We choose the endpoint to be the same as the point of coalescence of the iV saddles 
ofFN(u,X). 

In addition to the functions U£n(t,X) we also introduce functions V^^X), 
which are simple linear combinations of U£n(t, X). Let 

(3.6) 

V»n(t,X) = ±i Ln{U'X) r+1du, 

r+i.nv,    ;     r\2mju{t) FN(u)-t 

r = 0,1,2, • • • and n = 0, • • • , N — 1. Again we have 

(3-7) ^»(*,X) = V^1,n(<,X). 

The ^-singularities of the functions U£n(t,X) and V^^X) are branch points 
at Fjv(^mjX). Hence, these branch points depend on X and they coalesce at the 
origin in the case X = 0. In that case we have 

Ur
N

n(t,0)=Vr
N

N_n_1(t,0) 
(3-8) =       r((n + l)/(jy+l)) ^n-NMN+l) tr+(n-N)/(N+l) 

T(r + (n + l)/(N + l)y    ^L) 

The reader can obtain this result by taking X = 0 and r = 0 in (3.1) and using (3.4). 
The right-hand side of (3.8) shows us that the functions U^n(t,X.) and Vj^n(t,X) as 
functions of t live on N + 1 Riemann sheets, that is, if we walk iV" + 1 times around 
the cluster of singularities near the origin, then we arrive back at our starting point. 

The main reason that we are interested in these functions is that the Laplace 
transform of U^n(t,X.) is equal to the asymptotic basis of the uniform asymptotic 
expansion (2.10). Thus in the case dik > 0 we have 

±-Jce-U-n(t,X)dt 

=jfe-(„+i)/(jv+i)(_fc)-r (j„o + n|-) WN ({*P*1-p/(Ar+1)}^~1
1 

(3.9) 

n = 0, • • • , iV—1, where C is a contour that starts at ooe~7rz, encircles the ^-singularities 
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of U^n(ti'X), and ends at ooe7". This follows from 

1 f   r.-«"™> eHun 
— 77;—^7   /    /  T7~, ^TT du dt 

,0 inx (27™)    JcJooe-^/(»+V t-FN(u,X) 
^'W) -,       /,ooe^/^+1) 

27rz Joce-Ki/iN+i) 

=fc-(«+i)/(^+i) («5„o + n^-) ^ ({X^1"P/(iV+1)}^1
1) ' 

in the case r = 0. The other cases can be obtained by using (3.4). 

The main result that we need to obtain integral representations for the coefficients 
in the uniform asymptotic expansions is the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let CN be a loop that encircles the t-singularities of U^m(t, X) 
N + 1 times. Then 

{*-n) ^ JcNUZm(t,x)vs
N

n(t,x)dt = (-y6m,n5r,-s, 

where r and s are integers and m, n € {0, • • • , N — 1}. 

Proof. 
Case 1: r + 5 < 0. In this case we can use the fact that 

(3.12)        U^m(t,X) = o(tr+(m-NMN+V),        V^foX) = o(t«-(»+1)/(^+1)), 

as t -> oo. Hence, the integral on the left-hand side of (3.11) is zero. 

Case 2: r + 5 > 0. We use (3.4) and (3.7) and obtain 

(3-13) 2^ lcN 
U"rn(t,X)Vs

N
n(t,X) dt^^J^ U».a9m(t,X)V0»n{t,X)dt. 

Let |r| be large and U(T) be the solution of FN(U,X) = rN+1 such that U(T) = 
(N + l)1/(iV+1)r if X = 0. Integral representation (3.5) can be written as 

rrN      ,^+ixV-     1     I     PN(u)J0
u(FN(u)-FN(v)Yv-dv 

Ur+l,m(T J 
X) - -j^-T f         ET-T-x -JT+i du 

(3 14x ^!2^ A(r) ^IV W - T^1 

and (3.2) can be written as 

rriV   /^.iV+l   Y\ _     ^     / U™ dll 

(315) ^ •X)-2^tr)^(«)-^+1 
1
 '    j u(r)m 

^(«(r))- 

Similarly, 

(3-16) V^Cr       ^-pT^yy 
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Thus, with C a large circle centred at the origin, we obtain 
(3.17) 

2^ fCN 
UrN

+s,m(t,X)V0
N

n(t,X)dt=^l jf U?+s,m(TN+\X)V0
N

n(TN+\X)TNdr 

N + l f Ln(u(r))TN /0"
(r) (FN(U(T)) - Fffiv))**-1 vm dv 

(r + s-l)\27riJe F^(U(T)) dT 

= (r + s- mm L Ln{u) [ {FN{U) - JW)r+S~1 vm dvdu> 
where we used the substitution rN+1 = FN(u,X).  Since the integrand in the final 
line of (3.17) is entire, we see that the integral has to be zero. 

Figure 1. Contours C and C. 

Case 3: r + s = 0. We copy the method of case 2, use (2.15) and obtain 
(3.18) 

{-)jfcNUr
N

m(t,X)Vs
N

n(t,X)dt= *£! iu0UrN+\X)V0
N

n(r
N+\X)rNdr 

27ri 2m   Jc 

2m   jc 

•1    f u{TTLn{u{T))TN ^ 
i   Jc       F'N(U(T))

2 

2m Jc   F^(u) 

= (2^ Jc dU T{OM ^ v^v-lmu) 

Jd        Jc        «"+!(« ■ (2jrt) u)F^(uy 

See Figure 1 for the contours of integration. For fixed v we can regard the u-contour 
of integration as a loop around u — v. Hence, the final line in (3.18) equals 

(3.19) ±_ £ vm-n-l dv = ^ Q 
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4. The Borel transform. Usually the Borel transform is defined via a series. 
Here we use an integral representation. Let 

2m Ju(t) FN(u,lL) -t 

where, again, u(t) is the solution of FN(u, X) = t such that u(t) = (Ar+l)1/(^+i)^/(^+i) 
in the case X = 0. To obtain the local behaviour near the origin we use (2.7) and 
integration by parts. After P steps we arrive at 

P    fN-l r } 

(4.2) y^X) = Y, \ E OrnU^X) + -Hr(0) \ + Rp(t,X), 
r=0   l, n=0 

where 
(4.3) 

PK'    '     P\2iriJu(t) FN{u)-t 

_ (-)^+i(P + l) / t  r{t)   (t - FN(v))pF^(w)G0(v) 

/   //' J{u{t),Um} JV JO (27ri)2        Jiu(t)tun} Jv Jo      {FN(w)-FN(v))P+1 (w-v) 

We used (2.13) to obtain the final integral representation. 

dv dw dv. 

Figure 2. The three contours for (4.3). 

By taking the contours as illustrated in Figure 2, we see that for t close enough 
to the origin u(t) will be close to the origin and 

(4.4) Rp(t, X) = 0(pp),        as P -> oo, 

where p is a fixed constant such that 0 < p < 1. Let 17 be a neighbourhood of the 
origin such that if u(t),ui, • • • ,UN G fi, then (4.4) holds for a fixed p. It is obvious 
that the size of 0 will depend on the radius of the w-contour of integration, and hence, 
on the distance of the singularities Go(u) to our cluster of N saddles. In this section, 
fi will be relatively small. To obtain larger neighbourhoods we need more information 
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on f(z) and g(z). In §6 we will make these extra assumptions to obtain asymptotic 
expansions for arn as r -» oo. 

With the help of (2.17) and (3.5) we can show that if u(t),ui, • • • ,uN G fi, then 

(4.5) arnU?n(t, X) = 0(pr),        as r -> oo. 

Let ft be a neighbourhood of the origin such that if t 6 fi and ui, • • • , UAT G fi then 
u(£) G 0. We combine the above results and obtain 

oo   N-l 

(4-6) Y(t,X) = Y,Y1 *rnUr
N

n(t,X) + Y(t,X), 
r=0 n=0 

where Y(t, X) is analytic for t G fi and wi, • • • , UN G fi. 

5. A new integral representation for the coefficients. All the tools to 
obtain integral representations for the coefficients in the uniform asymptotic expansion 
(2.10) are now available. Take ui, • • • , u^ G fJ, and let CN be a loop in 17 that encircles 
the ^-singularities of U£n(t,X) N + 1 times. With techniques that are similar to the 
ones used in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain 

S L v-N^x)f (<'x) dt=h Lv^ x)^f (i'x) dt 

-f Ljuft))   dr   ~ , _n\   \))   V -Y(t,X)dt 
Jc F'N{u{t)) or 

= irilLn(u)§FY(FN(u),X)du = 0, 

where C = F^1 (CN) is a loop that encircles the saddle points of FN(U) once. We 
combine this result with Theorem 1 and (4.6) and obtain the integral representation 

(5-1) arn = ^rfN Y(t, X)V^n(t, X) dt. 

The restrictions Ui, • • • , UN G ft and CN C fi can now be dropped. The only restriction 
that we need is that CN is a loop that encircles the points -F^i), • • • ,F(UN) N + 1 
times, and the other singularities of Y(t,X.) are in the exterior oiCN. 

6. Asymptotics for the coefficients. To obtain asymptotic expansions for 
the coefficients arn, as r -» oo, we need more information on f(z,A) and g{z). The 
steepest descents paths from a saddle point zm of /(z, A) with phase 0, will be defined 
as the connected paths that start at zm on which (/(z, A) — /(2;m, A))e~%e is strictly 
increasing. Note that if a steepest descents path hits another saddle point, then the 
path will split at that saddle point into two or more branches. 

Let A^m(A) be the union of all {6 G (—7r,7r]) of these steepest descents paths 
starting at zm. Again, our cluster of iV saddle points is {^i, • • • , z^}- 

Let Aiv(A) be the closure of A^ (A) U • • • U A2iV (A) and for z G C let 

d(z, A) =    min   |/(*, A) - /(*m, A)| 
\<m<N 
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be   the   'distance'   to   our   AT-cluster.    In   u-space   this   distance   is d(w,A) = 
min   |F(u, X(A))-F(um,X(A))| and in t-space it is d(£, A) =   min   \t—f(zm, A) + 

/o(A)|. 

Our main assumptions are: 
(i) The phase function /(z, A) has more than one cluster of saddle points in AJV(A), 

and each of these clusters collapses (reduces to one point) for A = AQ. Let R be 
the distance^ from the nearest clusters in AJV(A) to our iV-cluster. 

(ii) There exists p > 0, fixed, such that the functions f(z,A) and g(z) have no 
singularities and no other saddle points in AN (A) within distance R + p from our 
iV-cluster. 

(hi) The functions f(z, A) and g(z) are analytic in small neighbourhoods of the nearest 
clusters of saddles. 

Our Borel transform 

Go(u)du     _   1    / g{z)dz 
(6- )        Y{t'    > - 2ri t(t) FN(u,X) - t - 2ri tz(t) f(z,A) - /o(A) - t' 

has N + 1 Riemann sheets with respect to our iV-cluster, that is, if we walk N + 1 
times around the cluster of singularities that are due to our cluster of N saddle points, 
we arrive back at our starting point. Let one of the nearest clusters of M saddle points 
have coalescing point z^M\ Mapping (2.1) maps z^M^ to a unique point in -u-space. 
Hence, the f-image of z^M\ that is t = f(z^M\A) - /o(A), is located on only one of 
the N + 1 Riemann sheets. We will assume that it is located on sheet q. 

As in §2 we have in the neighbourhood of this M-cluster a one-to-one mapping 
of the form 

(6.2) f(z, A) - fziM)(A) + FM{U, X). 

g(z)dz 1     f Go(u)du 

From 
(6.3) 

.     ._ i    f g{z)dz        _  i   r 
(i'    )=2rifz{t) f(z,A)-f0(A)-t = 2riL lz(t) /(«. A)-./o(A)-<     2m Jm FM(«,X) + /?(M)(A)-/o(A)-t 

we see that Y{t, X) has singularities near t = /Z(M)(A) - /o(A). The local behaviour 
is 
(6.4) 

oo   M—1 

y(i,X) = ^2 armU^m{t - /Z(M,(A) + /o(A),X) + Y{t - /2(M,(A) + /o(A),X), 
r=0 m=0 

where Y(t — fz(M) (A) 4- /o(A), X) is analytic near t = fz(M) (A) — /o(A). To determine 
the Riemann sheet on which these singularities are located, we have to study the 
steepest descents contours with respect to all phases. This will be illustrated in the 
examples in §7. Furthermore, the M-cluster of singularities will give us M+l Riemann 
sheets in t-space near this cluster.   Seen from this M-cluster, the iV-cluster near 

§ The distance between the clusters of saddles will vary with A. When we write that the distance 
between two clusters is R we mean that the distance is approximately R for A in a neighbourhood 
of Ao, and exactly R in the collapsed case, that is, A = AQ. 
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/ 
/ 

Figure 3. Contour C_ and Cj. 

t = /o(A) will be located on a specific Riemann sheet, say q. Hence, the t — fz(M)(A) + 
/o(A) in (6.4) lives on sheet q with respect to the M-cluster. 

We assume that there are J nearest clusters of saddles, and that they have dis- 
tance R to our iV-cluster. Instead of taking for contour CN in (5.1) a small loop 
encircling the cluster of singularities near the origin N + 1 times, we take the loop de- 
picted in Figure 3. It consists of small loops Cj, j = 1, • • • , J, around the singularities 
that originate from nearest clusters of Mj saddle points, plus C_, which is the part 
that has distance R + p to the cluster of singularities near the origin. Thus for all 
t e C- we have d(t, A) = R + p. The M^-cluster is located on sheet qj with respect to 
the iV-cluster, and the iV-cluster is located on sheet qj with respect to the Mj-cluster. 

With this splitting of CN we obtain 

(6.5) arn = Y ^t f Y(t,X)V^n(t, X) dt + Srn(R + p), 
t! 2m JCi 

where 

(6.6) Srn{R + p)=i-^rj   Y(t, X)VZjt, X) dt. 

First we estimate 5rn(i2 + p). To obtain the large r asymptotics of V^n(t,X) we 
use the first integral in (3.6). Instead of a small loop around u(t) we take steepest 
descents contours through one or more saddle points of FN(U,X). The order of each 
of these saddle points is between 1 and N. Laplace's method (see chapter 4.6 in [9]) 
shows us that for t € C_ 

r!(r + l)-1/^1) _ r!(r + l)-1/^1) 
0(1), (6.7) Fiv

r„(i,X)=   max   -^- '— =^0(1)= ,„'    x 

as r -> oo.  Since this estimate is independent of t € C- we can use it in (6.6) and 
obtain 

rl(r + l)-l/(N+l) 
(6.8) Srn(R + p)=    l   (R + p)r W. 
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as r —> oo. 
For the terms in the sum of (6.5) we use (6.4) and obtain 

(_)r    f oo Mj-l 

(6.9)    ^r   I    r(t, X)y_^n(t, X) dt = Y,   E   ^mjTr^m, (*, /2(M,) (A) - /o(A)), 

where the coefficients originate from the Mj cluster of saddle points, and where 

(6.io) rr,n,p,m(t,fr) = {^r Jc U^m(t- faXW^Jt,X)dt. 

In this integral representation, t is located on sheet qj with respect to the iV-cluster 
of singularities near the origin, and t — fij is located on sheet g/j with respect to the 
Mj-cluster of singularities near Pj. 

Instead of the finite loop Cj around the singularities near (tj, we take loop Cj that 
starts at t = ooeiph^', encircles the singularities near fij once in the negative sense, 
and returns to its starting point. As in the derivation of (6.8) we can show that 

frMm&Pj) =  {^r   f   UMm{t-(3hX)V^n{t,X)dt 

(6.11) l     j 
rl^ + l)-1/^-*-1) 

as r ^ OO. 
In the following derivation, we use integral representations (3.2) and (3.6) and we 

replace the small loops in these integrals by infinite loops to obtain 

-Lr,n,p,m\t') Pj) 

=<^SrSc 0'-&.x)^-r,»('.x)dt 
(6.12) =(^-P)'(-)r"p   f    f        f vmLn(u,X)dudvdt 

JCj Jh(qj) Jh(q} 

(2™)2     Jhm Jhiv) (FN(U,X) -FM(V,X) - fr) 

(2ni)3        Jc, Jhm Jh{qj) (FM(Vt X)-t + fr) (FN(u,X) - t)r-p+1 

(r-py.j-y-P f        f       vmLn(u,X)dudv  

where contour /j {q) starts at oo exp(2^^^i) and ends at oo exp(^'l"^|^
ph/?ji) and 

contour ^(tf) starts at ooexp(^ q~^^   'i) and ends at ooexp((     f^p   H). In 
these definitions, we prescribe that ph(/9j) € (—7r,7r]. We define 

/■Rifn   AM,N(   -V Y a     -\      r!(-)r   (       f vmLn(u,X)dudv (6-13) Am% lr,X,X,^,</,gj = ——j /        / —Fr. v ^   (2«) y,1(l)y;2(?) ^(W)X) _^(^x) _^ 

To show that 

(6.14)       arn ~ J2 E E apmi4#£ (r - P. X, X,-, fxlUj) (A) - /o(A),«,,-, g,-), 
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as r -> oo, we have to show that 

(6.15)        A^(r-p^Xj,fz(Mj)(A)-fo(A)1qj1qj)^   '{   {R + p)r , 

as r —> oo, p fixed, and that the series on the right-hand side of (6.14) has an asymp- 
totic property as r -> oo. 

For X and X small but not fixed, the asymptotic behaviour of A^J^(r, X, X, /?, q, 
q), as r —> oo, is very complicated, and should be expressed in terms of a uni- 
form asymptotic approximation. But one could argue that in general the function 
^f'^r, X, X, /?, g, q) is the simplest function with that kind of asymptotic behaviour. 

For X and X small and fixed we can replace the contours of integration in (6.13) 
by steepest descents contours and verify that (6.15) holds. In this way we have to 
split the analysis of each possible unfolding of the two clusters of saddles into simple 
saddles. We omit the details and give just one result. In the case X = 0 and X = 0 
we can compute the integrals (express them in terms of beta integrals) and obtain 
(6.16) 

A%£(r,0,0,/3,q,q) 

= _ e((2g+i)Sft-^Sft^fiS-SS-r (M + 1)5^"1   r (" + ^ " ^) 
(* + !)*&  r(^)r(i-f±i) 

Here we have |/?| = |/^(Mi)(Ao) - /o(Ao)| = R, and hence (6.15) holds. 
To show that (6.14) is an asymptotic expansion, we substitute into the left-hand 

side by means of a truncated version of (6.4): 
(6.17) ^ 

{-^lc Y(t,X)V^n(t,X)dt 

Pj   Mj-l 

= E E ^n^mi:n(r-p,X,XiJ^AA) -/o(A),«,-,^) + iJp,(r,n,X,X,). 
p=0 mj=0 

As in (4.2) and (4.3) we have an integral representation for the tail of (6.4), and we 
use this integral to obtain an integral representation for Rpj (r, n,X,Xj). Again, by 
taking X and X^ small and fixed, we replace the contours of integration by steepest 
descents contours, and show that Rpj(r,n^,'Xj) is of the same order as the first 
neglected term. Since we have to split the analysis of each possible unfolding of the 
clusters of saddles, we omit the details. In [6] all these details are given for the case 
N = M = 2. 

Asymptotic expansion (6.14) is the main result of this section. In general, it is 
very unlikely that the function A%[>f*(r,X,X,/3,q,q) can be simplified. One way of 
computing these functions is to expand the integrand in (6.13) in Taylor series about 
X = 0 and X = 0. In this way we obtain a Taylor series for A^'{r,X,X,0,q,q) 
in which the coefficients are double integrals that can be expressed in terms of beta 
integrals. One of these Taylor series is given in the next section. 

When N = 1 or M = 1, the function A^(r, X, X, /?, q, q) can be simplified. We 
will show some details in the examples in the next section. 

The function A%[fi(r, X, X, /?, q, q) can also be simplified in the special case N = 
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M = 2 and X = X. In [6] it is shown how to express this function in a single integral 
that can be seen as a generalised Airy integral. 

7.     An example:    a Pearcey-type  integral with two  coalescing sad- 
dles. The two examples in this section are both for the Pearcey-type integral 

(7.1) Jc(fc,a)= / ekfMdz: 
Jc 

where /(z, a) = \z4 + ^z3 — ^a2z2 — 2a2z. This function has saddle points z = d=a, —2. 
Thus for a small there is a cluster of two saddle points near the origin. In the first 
example we take 

(7.2) Ic1(k,a)= / ekf{z'a)dz. 

The cluster of saddle points will dominate the large-fc asymptotics. We use the map- 
ping 

(7.3) /(;z,a) = /o(a) +V + Xiu, 

and prescribe that the saddle points z = ±a should correspond to u = ±iy/Xi. We 
obtain fo(a) = — |a4, Xi = e""?r*22/3a2, and when we use the method described in §2 

(7.4) 

JCl (k, a) ~ 27rie-o4fc/4 f AT1/3 Ai(22/3fc2/3a2) ^ _^_ 

OO 

-fc-2/3Ai/(22/3fc2/3a2)y-^V 
r=0 v       ' 

as fe -> oo. To compute the 'exact' values of arn we use (2.17). The w integral in 
(2.17) can be computed exactly and it will give us a rational function with poles at 
v = ±.%\fX\. By expanding f(z,a) in a Taylor series at z = ±a and the right-hand 
side of (7.3) in a Taylor series at u = ±iy/X[, we obtain a Taylor series for Go(u) = j^ 
at u = ±iy/Xi. This Taylor series times the rational function will give us arn. 

Ill I      III I      III 

Figure 4. The steepest descents paths with phases ^TT (left), TT (centre) and 
^TT (right). 
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The Borel transform 

(7.5) Y(t 'a) = hi g(z) dz 
z(t) f(z,a)-fo(a)-t 

has a cluster of branch points at t = /(±a, a) - /o(a) = ^f^3? and a single branch 
point at t = /(-2, a) - /o(a) = -| + 2a2 + ~a4. We still have to determine on which 
Riemann sheets these branch points are located. In the following analysis we assume 
a > 0. In Figure 4 we give several steepest descents paths. These paths split the 
complex plane into four regions. The image t = f(z, a) - fo(a) of region / is given in 
Figure 5. It clearly shows that with respect to the cluster of branch points, the single 
branch point is not located on sheet 0. 

Figure 5. The image of region /. 

Figure 6. The image of region //. 

To reach the image of region // in the £-plane, we have to walk once (clockwise) 
around t = ^f a3. The image of region // is given in Figure 6, and it is clear that 
there is a branch point on that Riemann sheet at t = — | + 2a2 + |a4. Thus q = 1. 

On the other hand, the image of region III shows that with respect to the single 
branch point, the cluster of branch points are not on sheet 0. When we walk once 
around the single branch point in the negative direction, we reach the image of region 
IV, and it shows that with respect to the single branch point, the cluster of branch 
points is located on sheet 1. Thus q = 1. 

The coefficients dpo corresponding to the saddle point z = — 2 follow from the 
mapping 

(7.6) /(*,a) = /_2(a)-f X> 

where /-2(a) = /(—2, a) = — | + 2a2, and can be computed via (2.17). Thus we have 
the asymptotic expansion 

(7.7) ^apo^(r-p,X1;0,-|+2a2 + ia4,l,l),        n = 0,l, 
p=0 
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where the asymptotic scale can be simplified as 
(7-8) 

^(rt3r1>0,/g,l>l) = r(ro
+.^r)r/OO'/     «1-B(5«3 + ^i«-/')"r"1/a**- 

As in [6] this function can be seen as a generalised Airy integral. The asymptotics for 
r -> oo can be expressed in terms of the generalised Airy integrals of [5], but it is not 
obvious whether these generalised Airy integrals are simpler than the right-hand side 
of (7.8). We compute the right-hand side of (7.8) by expanding the integrand into a 
Taylor series in Xi: 
(7-9) 
^(r,*!, 0,0,1,1) = 

(-r+i - r (r + **f»=i) r {*=?*)     / 2^ ^—^(-^r 
^^h ^ sm^m-n + 2)Tj   ^^^   • 

This series converges for |Xi| < (||/3|) . The reader can check that the first term 
in this expansion agrees with (6.16). 

Note that (7.7) incorporates the resurgence property: the coefficients in the as- 
ymptotic expansion for arn, the coefficients originating from the cluster of saddles, are 
apo> the coefficients originating from the simple saddle point. 

In the case a = | the 'exact' value of ai5,o is 

(7.10) ai5,o = -9.955462116 x 108. 

We take P terms on the right-hand side of (7.7), and to compute the ^J'oO * *) func- 
tions, we use 30 terms in the sum of (7.9). The results are given in Figure 7. This 
figure shows that even the first term in (7.7) gives already a good approximation, and 
that the right-hand side of (7.7) is a divergent asymptotic series. 

1 _ 1 2 4 6 
P 

8 10 12 

IO-1" 

10-2- 
° 

10-3 " 

10-4- 

0 

0 

10*- 

.«■«■ 

0 0 0 

Figure 7. The relative error in asymptotic approx- 
imation (7.7) with P terms. 

The second example is the integral 

nooe      ' 

(7.11) /ca(fc,o)= / ekf(z'aUz. 
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This time the main contribution to the large k asymptotics comes from the saddle 
point z = — 2. To obtain the asymptotic expansion for this integral, we use mapping 
(7.6) and the method described in §2 (or the method of steepest descents) and obtain 

(7.12) Jc2(M) 0(2a2-4/3)fc V^     ar0 

/27rk r=0 v       J 

as k -> oo. 
In this example there will be a distant cluster of singularities near t = /o(a) — 

/(—2, a) = | - 2a2 — |a4. The Riemann sheet structure is, of course, the same as in 
the first example. Thus q = q = 1. Hence, now we have 

oo 

aro ~ J2 (apo^o'o(r - P>0. *i-> I - 2o2 - ia4»!) !) 
(7.13) P=O

V 

+ aplA
2

1'il(r-p,0,X1,l-2a2-1
Ia

i,l,l)), 

as r ^ oo. We use 

(7.14) ^(r,0,X1,J8,l,l) = (-)r<?_m(r,X1,0,-/3,1,1), 

and (7.9) to compute the asymptotic scale in (7.13) via its Taylor series in Xi. 
Note that (7.13) also incorporates the resurgence property: the coefficients in the 

asymptotics for aro, as r —> oo, are apn. 

Again, we take a = | and compute the 'exact' value 

(7.15) 015 o = 3.130922055 x 109. 

As in the first expansion we take P terms in (7.13) and we use 30 terms in the Taylor 
series to compute A^;1

0(- • •). The relative error is given in Figure 8. 

P 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
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10-2- o 

10-3- 
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Figure 8. The relative error in asymptotic approx- 
imation (7.13) with P terms. 
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